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1. Training Data Details
As described in the Method, we construct question and an-
swer pairs to finetune a multi-modal LLM; specifically we
use text-to-SMPL pose and image-to-SMPL pose pairs. De-
tails of the question list are illustrated in Table 3 and Table
1, while example answers are shown in Table 2.

• “<image> Can you predict the SMPL pose of the per-
son in this image?”

• “<image> There is a person in the middle of the im-
age, please output this person’s SMPL pose.”

• “<image> What is the human pose in this image?
Please respond with SMPL pose.”

• “<image> What is the person doing in this image?
Please output SMPL pose.”

• “<image> There is a person in the middle of the im-
age, use SMPL to describe the pose.”

Table 1. The list of questions for training ChatPose with image-
to-SMPL pose pairs.

• “The SMPL pose is <POSE>.”
• “It is <POSE>.”
• “The SMPL format of this person’s pose is <POSE>.”
• “Sure, it is <POSE>.”
• “Sure, the SMPL pose is <POSE>.”
• “<POSE>.”
• “The SMPL pose of the person is <POSE>.”
• “Sure, <POSE>.”

Table 2. The list of answers for training ChatPose with SMPL
pose as the output.

2. Benchmark Details
We introduce two benchmarks, speculative pose generation
(SPG) and reasoning-based pose estimation (RPE), to eval-

uate the performance on reasoning about human poses.

SPG Benchmark. Unlike traditional text-to-pose gener-
ation tasks, speculative pose generation requires the model
to reason about, and interpret, indirect pose descriptions
and to generate appropriate 3D poses. Consequently, a
novel benchmark for evaluation is necessary. We utilize
the PoseScript dataset [2], which provides direct pose
descriptions, as a starting point. Subsequently, we visualize
the pose from four viewpoints and feed the visual result
along with the direct pose description into GPT-4V [6],
prompting it to generate implicit descriptions of associated
activities, as shown in Figure 1. To improve the generation
quality, we design a chain-of-thought mechanism, in
which we ask GPT-4V to answer four questions before
generating the speculative pose descriptions. The details of
the query input are presented in Table 4. We then manually
check these labels and construct instruction data contain-
ing 780 text-pose pairs formatted as follows: “USER:
{descriptions implicit}, can you give the

SMPL pose of this person? ASSISTANT: Sure,

it is <POSE>.” Here, {description implicit}
represents the speculative queries generated by GPT4.

RPE Benchmark. To establish the reasoning-based
pose estimation benchmark, we begin by selecting 50
multiple-person images from the 3DPW [7] test set.
Subsequently, we employ GPT4V to generate descriptions
of the individuals depicted in these images, covering at-
tributes like behavior, outfits, pose, shape,
summary, with summary summarizing all the other
attributes. Notably, during our experiments, we observe
that GPT4V [6] consistently confuses left and right body
parts. Inspired by [9], we incorporate a visual prompt to
assist the model in distinguishing between left and right
body parts. Specifically, we utilize ViTPose [8] for body
keypoint detection, and then visually differentiate left and
right body parts with distinct colors on the image and ex-
plicitly specify them in the text prompt provided to GPT4V,
as shown in Figure 2. The details of the query input are
represented in Table 5. After generating these descriptions,
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• “I have a word description of a person’s pose, can you give the SMPL pose of this person? {description}”
• “There is a person: {description} Please output this person’s SMPL pose.”
• “{description} Give the SMPL pose.”
• “What’s the SMPL pose of this person? {description}”
• “Use SMPL pose to describe this person’s behavior. {description}”
• “There is a person doing this: {description} Can you use SMPL pose to describe the pose?”
• “A person is described as: {description} Use the SMPL pose to reflect this.”
• “Human pose is described as words: {description} The SMPL pose is?”
• “Human pose can be described as words: {description} And it can also be described in SMPL pose format, can you

output this?”

Table 3. The list of questions for training ChatPose with text-to-SMPL pose pairs. Where {description} is the text description
from the dataset.

GPT-4V

Explict Pose Description
They are kneeling down with their right knee on 
the ground and their right foot pointed 
downwards. Their left leg is supporting them 
with their left foot flat on the ground also. Their 
chest is also brought down to their left knee 
almost touching. Their left arm is extended 
down at their side and their right arm is at their 
side but slightly bent.

The person is standing on the left foot, with the
right leg stretched forward perfectly horizontally.
The right arm is slightly bent along the body,
while the left arm is bent forward, with the hand
raised slightly higher than the elbow.

Implicit Pose Description

This person could be simulating 
the action of tying a shoelace on 
their left foot while kneeling.

This person might be pretending
to step over an obstacle or a
puddle carefully.

Figure 1. Illustration of the annotation pipeline that generates implicit pose description for our SPG benchmark. We take the fine-grained
explicit pose descriptions from PoseScript [2] and visualize the described pose from four viewpoints, and then query GPT4 to reformulate
them into indirect pose descriptions.

we manually refine them and create 250 question-
answer pairs in the following format: “USER:<IMAGE>
{descriptions person}, can you give the

SMPL pose of this person? ASSISTANT: Sure,

it is <POSE>.” Here, {descriptions person}
represents the person description from a specific aspect.

3. Ablation Study Details

Representations of Human Pose. Instead of utilizing the
pose token <POSE>, an alternative approach to represent-
ing human poses involves using natural language, specif-
ically textual descriptions specifying keypoint locations.
To facilitate a comparison between these two pose repre-
sentations, we use the same dataset pairs as in ChatPose
and formulate Visual Question Answering (VQA) pairs
for training. The question-answer template is structured
as follows: “USER: <Image> There is a person

in the image, please estimate the visible

keypoints coordinates. The output format

should be Nose:(x1,y1),Neck:(x2,y2),...

ASSISTANT: The detected visible

keypoints are {KEYPOINT NAME1}:{X1, Y1},
{KEYPOINT NAME2}:{X2, Y2}, ...”. In this template,
<IMAGE> represents the image patch token placeholder,
{KEYPOINT NAME} denotes the name of the visible key-
point, and {X, Y} indicates the discretized keypoint
coordinates. Figure 3 provides some examples of these
training pairs. We then fine-tune the base model, LLaVA
[5], referred to as LLaVA *, to estimate keypoints and then
use SMPLify to transform the keypoints into a SMPL pose
for comparison with our pose token <POSE> representa-
tion. Visual results of LLaVA * are displayed in Figure 4.
As shown, using textual descriptions as pose representation
causes the network to often struggle to accurately estimate
human poses and to often predict symmetrical poses, which
may stem from the discretized nature of language signals.

Effects of Various Datasets. For training, we utilize
three data types: text-to-SMPL pose (Text2Pose), image-



As an AI visual assistant specializing in human pose analysis, you will receive a visual depiction of a person, captured
from multiple views, and a detailed, fine-grained textual description of his/her pose.
Your task is to infer the possible daily activities, ball games, and other behaviors that the person is mimicking. Offer a
high-level interpretation without delving into the minutiae of joint positions. Concentrate on high-level descriptions of
daily activities, ball games, and behaviors evident from the visual and textual information provided. If the pose resembles
a specific yoga pose, be sure to mention the name of the yoga pose.

Ensure that your answers are clear enough to allow users to accurately mimic and replicate the pose based on your
description. Avoid overly vague and ambiguous descriptions such as ”This person is doing a balancing behavior” or
”The person is warming up”. Your answer should be as diverse as possible and minimize the use of terms like ”balance”,
”stretch”, ”warm-up”, and ”flexibility”.

Prior to formulating the pose description, think and answer the following questions:

1. Which yoga pose the person might be doing? What are the differences between the visualized pose and standard yoga
pose?
2. What everyday activity might the individual be engaging in?
3. Which sporting activity appears to be mimicked by the individual?
4. Could there be other actions the person is undertaking?

Based on your responses to the above questions, craft 5 responses describing the pose, each starting with ”{number}.
This person,” accompanied by a succinct one or two sentences. Example answers and pose descriptions:

Answer to the questions:
1. The individual seems to be adopting a yoga pose, resembling the ”Natarajasana” or ”Lord of the Dance Pose.”
2. The individual could be reaching for an item on a high shelf.
3. It appears the individual is imitating a basketball player.
4. Additionally, the person might be engaging in an activity such as watching a movie with a friend.

Pose descriptions:
1. This person is executing the ”Downward-Facing Dog” yoga pose.
2. This person is making a marriage proposal.
3. This person is kneeling on one knee, potentially in a protest.
4. This person is participating in basketball, performing a jump shot.
5. This person seems to be looking for something on the ground.

Table 4. Example to query GPT4 for implicit pose descriptions.

GPT4V
ViTPose

Person Description
"behavior": " The individual appears to be shopping, 
specifically selecting fruit from a market stall”.

"outfits": "The individual is wearing a light pink shirt 
and olive green pants. They have on dark shoes.", 

"pose": "The person is leaning forward. Their left arm is 
bent at the elbow and raised towards the chest. The 
person's left leg is straight and bearing most of the body 
weight, and the right leg is slightly bent at the knee.

”summary": "The person wearing a pink shirt is 
carefully choosing fruits from a market stall. His body 
leans forward for a better inspect of the produce."

"shape": "The man is of medium build."

Image Image with 
KPT Prompt

Figure 2. Illustration of our method to generate person descriptions for the RPE benchmark. We use ViTPose [8] to detect the body key-
points and mark the left-body and right-body joints with different colors as visual prompts, and then query GPT4V for person descriptions.



(a) You serve as an AI visual analyst for image examination. Your input will be an image containing humans. Your task is
to provide descriptions of this individual. Your analysis should focus on four attributes: the individual’s overall behavior,
shape, outfits, and detailed pose. For the overall behavior, if this person is doing specific activities like yoga or sports,
provide a detailed name. For the outfits, specify the color of the clothes. For the detailed pose, describe as detail as
possible, looking into the torso, left, right arms, hands, and legs. To help you distinguish the left arms/legs from the right
arms/legs, we have drawn the left body joints with green color, while the right body joints with red color. Don’t mention
the lines/marks/joints color in your answer! Please output the attributes (behavior, shape, outfits, and pose) as keys in a
JSON file format, each value should be one or two sentences.

(b) You serve as an AI assistant. Your input will be a description of a person from four attributes: overall behavior, shape,
outfits, and detailed pose. Your task is to understand the provided descriptions and then use your reasoning ability to gen-
erate one comprehensive short description in a manner that requires an advancing logical reasoning ability to understand
and distinguish the correct individual. Remember, the comprehensive description should be shorter than 30 words and do
not need to cover all the details, and require a strong reasoning ability to understand.

Table 5. Example to query GPT4 for person description. Prompt (a) is used to request GPT4V for detailed behavior, shape, outfits,
and pose descriptions. Prompt (b) then instruct GPT4 to integrate and summarize these elements into a comprehensive description.

ASSISTANT: The detected visible 
keypoints are Nose:(187, 66),Right 
Shoulder:(107, 178),Right Elbow:(41, 
280),Right Wrist:(79, 319),Left 
Shoulder:(249, 131),Left Elbow:(279, 
233),Left Wrist:(179, 304),Right 
Hip:(165, 330),Left Hip:(261, 
322),Right Eye:(166, 58),Left 
Eye:(186, 50),Right Ear:(123, 
82),Left Ear:(191, 51).

USER: <Image> There is a person in 
the image, please estimate the 
visible keypoints coordinates. The 
output format should be 
Nose:(x1,y1),Neck:(x2,y2),...

ASSISTANT: The detected visible 
keypoints are Nose:(26, 113),Right 
Shoulder:(154, 132),Right 
Elbow:(160, 289),Right Wrist:(121, 
330),Left Shoulder:(137, 139),Left 
Elbow:(188, 298),Left Wrist:(136, 
333),Right Hip:(275, 326),Left 
Hip:(267, 329),Right Eye:(23, 
96),Left Eye:(27, 93),Right Ear:(85, 
65),Left Ear:(64, 78).

USER: <Image> There is a person in 
the image, please estimate the 
visible keypoints coordinates. The 
output format should be 
Nose:(x1,y1),Neck:(x2,y2),...

ASSISTANT: The detected visible 
keypoints are Neck:(125, 71),Right 
Shoulder:(189, 73),Right Elbow:(246, 
149),Right Wrist:(248, 175),Left 
Shoulder:(96, 93),Left Elbow:(98, 
172),Left Wrist:(109, 157),Pelvis:(177, 
229),Right Hip:(220, 221),Right 
Knee:(251, 210),Right Ankle:(284, 
321),Left Hip:(134, 237),Left Knee:(100, 
235),Left Ankle:(85, 308).

USER: <Image> There is a person in the 
image, please estimate the visible 
keypoints coordinates. The output 
format should be 
Nose:(x1,y1),Neck:(x2,y2),...

Figure 3. Examples of VQA data used to fine-tune the LLaVA model for pose estimation with textual descriptions of 2D keypoints.

Method VQA [5] Image2Pose Text2Pose
Pose Estimation Reasoning-based

Pose Estimation3DPW [7] H36M [3]

LLaVA-P ✓ 172.3 172.5 186.8
ChatPose w/o Image2Pose ✓ ✓ 115.1 121.6 123.7
ChatPose w/o Text2Pose ✓ ✓ 87.8 89.2 109.8

ChatPose full data ✓ ✓ ✓ 81.9 82.4 101.8

Table 6. Ablation study: effect of different training data. PA-
MPJPE (in mm) is reported. Lower is better.

Pretrained Model
Pose Estimation Reasoning-based

Pose Estimation3DPW [7] H36M [3]

LLaVA-V1.5-7B [4] 84.5 82.9 102.5
LLaVA-V1.5-13B [4] 81.9 82.4 101.8

Table 7. Ablation study: effect of multimodal LLM backbones.
PA-MPJPE (in mm) is reported. Lower is better.

to-SMPL pose (Image2Pose), and general instruction-
following data for visual question answer (VQA). To main-
tain the model’s reasoning capabilities comparable to other
LLMs, the VQA dataset is consistently used. For evaluat-
ing the effects of Text2Pose and Image2Pose, we fine-tune
the model separately with each dataset. Table 6 presents
the quantitative results. In contrast to the original LLaVA,
which solely trains on VQA data, incorporating either Im-
age2Pose or Text2Pose data into our model enhances pose
estimation accuracy. Utilizing all data types, our model
achieves optimal performance.

Multimodal LLM backbones. To evaluate how the LLM
affects the performance of ChatPose, we employ both the
LLaVA-V1.5-7b1 and LLaVA-V1.5-13B2 models, which

1liuhaotian/llava-v1.5-7b
2liuhaotian/llava-v1.5-13b

https://huggingface.co/liuhaotian/llava-v1.5-7b
https://huggingface.co/liuhaotian/llava-v1.5-13b


LLaVA*: The detected visible keypoints 
are Neck: (0.58, 0.18), Right Shoulder: 
(0.66, 0.25), Right Elbow: (0.67, 
0.43), Right Wrist: (0.63, 0.56), Left 
Shoulder: (0.48, 0.20), Left Elbow: 
(0.40, 0.35), Left Wrist: (0.36, 0.48), 
Pelvis: (0.52, 0.54), Right Hip: (0.58, 
0.54), Right Knee: (0.54, 0.78), Right 
Ankle: (0.52, 0.99), Left Hip: (0.47, 
0.53), Left Knee: (0.43, 0.77), Left 
Ankle: (0.42, 0.98).                                                                       

USER: <Image> There is a person in the 
image, please estimate the visible 
keypoints coordinates. The output 
format should be 
Nose:(x1,y1),Neck:(x2,y2),...

LLaVA*: The detected visible keypoints 
are Neck: (0.49, 0.15), Right Shoulder: 
(0.42, 0.18), Right Elbow: (0.33, 
0.30), Right Wrist: (0.41, 0.22), Left 
Shoulder: (0.57, 0.17), Left Elbow: 
(0.68, 0.27), Left Wrist: (0.58, 0.22), 
Pelvis: (0.49, 0.45), Right Hip: (0.42, 
0.45), Right Knee: (0.42, 0.72), Right 
Ankle: (0.42, 0.97), Left Hip: (0.56, 
0.45), Left Knee: (0.56, 0.71), Left 
Ankle: (0.56, 0.96).

USER: <Image> There is a person in the 
image, please estimate the visible 
keypoints coordinates. The output 
format should be 
Nose:(x1,y1),Neck:(x2,y2),...

LLaVA*: The detected visible keypoints 
are Neck: (0.51, 0.12), Right Shoulder: 
(0.42, 0.17), Right Elbow: (0.33, 
0.34), Right Wrist: (0.41, 0.44), Left 
Shoulder: (0.61, 0.17), Left Elbow: 
(0.71, 0.35), Left Wrist: (0.60, 0.44), 
Pelvis: (0.50, 0.49), Right Hip: (0.41, 
0.49), Right Knee: (0.36, 0.69), Right 
Ankle: (0.36, 0.99), Left Hip: (0.60, 
0.49), Left Knee: (0.65, 0.70), Left 
Ankle: (0.65, 0.98).

USER: <Image> There is a person in the 
image, please estimate the visible 
keypoints coordinates. The output 
format should be 
Nose:(x1,y1),Neck:(x2,y2),...

Image LLaVA* LLaVA*-S Image LLaVA* LLaVA*-S Image LLaVA* LLaVA*-S

Figure 4. Visual results of LLaVA *. Given an RGB image, LLaVA * generates textual descriptions about keypoint locations. We then
extract the keypoints from the textual descriptions and adopt SMPLify [1] to fit the SMPL pose.

are based on the LLaMA-7b and LLaMA-13b backbones,
respectively. Table 7 shows the comparisons between 7b
and 13b models. The 13b model, despite needing more
training time, delivers superior accuracy over the 7b model.
This suggests that our method’s effectiveness is contingent
on the capabilities of the LLM models and also benefits
from their rapid advancements.

3.1. More Results

Generalization to Strong Occlusions. Even without any
data augmentation during training, our model surprisingly
still performs well on images with severe occlusions. Fig-
ure 5 shows pose estimation results for such cases. Even
when half of the images are missing, ChatPose can still pro-
duce reasonable human poses. This suggests that it is able
to leverage its general visual knowledge about occlusion in
solving the human pose estimation problem.

Comparisons Details. For pose estimation, when com-
paring with other multi-modal LLMs that do not directly
output 3D human poses, we adopt two approaches: firstly,
generating keypoint coordinates followed by SMPLify [1]
optimization of the 3D pose, and secondly, producing tex-
tual descriptions of the pose that are then processed by Pos-
eScript [2] to create SMPL pose parameters. The workflow
for the first method is illustrated in Figure 4, and for the
second method in Figure 6.
FID for pose generation. We evaluated FID on real poses
from the PoseScript and 3DPW test sets, generating text de-
scriptions for the latter using PoseScript Rules; see Tab. 8.
FID reflects distribution similarity more than generation
quality. Since PoseScript trains only on its data and our
model uses data from PoseScript and HMR (w/o text); the
scores reflect this.

Method FID (PoseScript) ↓ FID (3DPW) ↓

PoseScript 0.50 1.21
PoseGPT 1.51 0.75

Table 8. FID Scores on PoseScript and 3DPW dataset.

More analysis of T2P results As shown Table 1 in main
paper, ChatPose lags behind for classical pose-to-text (P2T)
retrieval while being on par with PoseScript [2] for classical
text-to-pose (T2P) retrieval. We delve deeper into this anal-
ysis here. We start by visualizing instances where ChatPose
underperforms while PoseScript succeeds, with one such
example illustrated in Figure 7. Further analysis of fail-
ures did not reveal a distinct pattern. The contributing fac-
tors include: 1) Training strategy differences – PoseScript
employs a VAE model with KL loss to ensure relative sym-
metry for T2P and P2T, whereas we employ LLMs with
inherent strong priors about languages. 2) Varied training
data – Unlike PoseScript’s consistent use of AMASS, our
multi-modal training employs a mix of AMASS, HMR, and
general VQA data, leading to a varied training-test distri-
bution. 3) Bias in the retrieval models with P2T being less
accurate than T2P (as noted in the PoseScript paper Tab. 1).
We reevaluated P2T and T2P using a higher-accuracy re-
trieval model from the PoseScript journal version. Top
5/10/50/100 P2T and T2P results are detailed in Tab. 9.

Method RP2T ↑ RT2P ↑

PoseScript 22.6/31.0/57.9/70.8 22.4/32.1/58.7/71.5
ChatPose 17.6/25.3/57.6/71.2 28.0/39.0/70.4/83.5

Table 9. TOP 5/10/50/100 T2P and P2T results with retrieval
model from PoseScript journal version.



Input Image ChatPose Input Image ChatPose Input Image ChatPose Input Image ChatPose

Figure 5. Pose estimation on images with significant occlusion. Without training for occlusion cases, ChatPose is surprisingly robust.

LLaVA: The man is standing with his feet shoulder-width 
apart, knees slightly bent, and his arms crossed in front 
of him. His hands are positioned under his hips, and he 
has a slight smile on his face. The man is wearing a 
backpack and hat, and he appears to be waiting for a bus.

GPT4V: The person in the image is standing inside a bus. 
His body is turned slightly to his left. His head is 
facing forward and appears to be looking slightly 
downward. His left hand is rested on his hip while his 
right hand is holding onto a pole. His left elbow is bent 
at approximately a 90-degree angle, and his right arm is 
extended toward the pole with a slight bend at the elbow. 
His torso is erect, and his legs are spread apart 
comfortably, with his weight mostly on his right leg, 
which is straight, while his left knee is slightly bent. 
He is wearing a short-sleeved shirt, long pants, a cap, 
and seems to be carrying a bag across his body.

USER: <Image> You serve as an AI visual analyst for image 
examination. Your input will be an image containing 
humans. Your task is to provide descriptions of this 
individual's body pose. For the detailed pose, look into 
the head, shoulder, torso, left, and right arms, hands, 
knees, and legs. Here are two examples: 1. The position 
is almost that of the bridge backward. The feet are off 
the ground and the weight of the body seems to be shifted 
to the arms, which are slightly bent. The head looks at 
the hands. 2. The person is standing, slightly bent 
forward in a diving position. The legs are close together 
without touching. The arms are extended forward in 
continuity with the body, with the hands shoulder-width 
apart. The head is lowered between the arms. 

LLaVA: The person is standing with their legs slightly 
apart and their arms bent at the elbows. The hands are 
positioned in front of the body, with the left hand next 
to the right hand. The chin is raised, and the figure is 
angled slightly forward. The left knee is bent, while the 
right knee is nearly straight. The elbows are partly bent, 
and the body is facing the camera.
GPT4V: The person in the image is bending forward at the 
waist. Their head is tilted downward, and they seem to be 
looking at something below them, possibly on the ground 
or at a lower shelf in front of them. Their shoulders are 
leaning forward in line with the bend of their torso. 
Both arms are hanging down loosely, with the hands 
positioned near the knees, which suggests a relaxed arm 
posture. The legs are straight, and the feet are set 
apart at what appears to be a comfortable distance, 
providing balance while the person is leaned over. 

USER: <Image> You serve as an AI visual analyst for image 
examination. Your input will be an image containing 
humans. Your task is to provide descriptions of this 
individual's body pose. For the detailed pose, look into 
the head, shoulder, torso, left, and right arms, hands, 
knees, and legs. Here are two examples: 1. The position 
is almost that of the bridge backward. The feet are off 
the ground and the weight of the body seems to be shifted 
to the arms, which are slightly bent. The head looks at 
the hands. 2. The person is standing, slightly bent 
forward in a diving position. The legs are close together 
without touching. The arms are extended forward in 
continuity with the body, with the hands shoulder-width 
apart. The head is lowered between the arms. 

LLaVA: The man is sitting on the steps with his legs 
crossed and his hands placed on his knees. His arms are 
relaxed and his body is facing forward. The man appears 
to be engaged in a conversation or observing something 
in front of him.

GPT4V: The person in the image is seated on what 
appears to be a series of steps. His torso is upright 
with a slight lean forward, and his head is turned 
slightly to his left, looking off to the side. His 
shoulders are relaxed and level. Both arms are bent at 
the elbows; the left forearm is resting on his left 
thigh while the right forearm is crossed over to rest 
on his left forearm, with both hands together. His 
legs are apart with both knees bent at a comfortable 
angle, and his feet are flat on the step below, 
parallel to each other.

USER: <Image> You serve as an AI visual analyst for image 
examination. Your input will be an image containing 
humans. Your task is to provide descriptions of this 
individual's body pose. For the detailed pose, look into 
the head, shoulder, torso, left, and right arms, hands, 
knees, and legs. Here are two examples: 1. The position 
is almost that of the bridge backward. The feet are off 
the ground and the weight of the body seems to be 
shifted to the arms, which are slightly bent. The head 
looks at the hands. 2. The person is standing, slightly 
bent forward in a diving position. The legs are close 
together without touching. The arms are extended forward 
in continuity with the body, with the hands shoulder-
width apart. The head is lowered between the arms. 

Image LLaVA-P GPT4V-P Image LLaVA-P GPT4V-P Image LLaVA-P GPT4V-P

Figure 6. Visual results of LLaVA and GPT4. Given an RGB image, LLaVA and GPT4 generate textual descriptions about human poses.
We then use PoseScript [2] to generate SMPL poses based on the text descriptions.

Figure 7. From left to right: GT, PoseScript, ChatPose. This illus-
trates a comparison in pose generation between PoseScript and our
approach. In instances where T2P retrieval is correct, PoseScript’s
P2T is also correct, whereas ChatPose’s P2T is incorrect.

Other baselines for RPE and SPG. We show more base-
lines in Table 10. Using LLaVA/GPT4 to convert SPG texts
into PoseScript texts (LLaVA/GPT4+PoseScript) preforms
poorly. To improve results we add in-context learning (w/
ICL) but this remains less accurate than ChatPose. We fine-
tuned PoseScript with SPG data; the results in are also less
accurate than ChatPose.

Method SPG RP2T ↑ SPG RT2P ↑

LLaVA-P 5.0/8.6/13.8 5.8/9.7/14.7
LLAVA-P (w/ ICL) 2.6/5.3/9.2 3.5/6.3/10.5

GPT4-P 3.5/6.9/11.3 4.1/7.3/11.9
GPT4-P (w/ ICL) 3.7/7.6/13.1 5.1/8.1/13.5

PoseScript finetuned with SPG 6.0/9.6/15.4 7.4/12.1/18.5
ChatPose (ours) 8.6/14.2/20.8 10.9/16.9/25.3

Table 10. Results of suggested baselines. ICL means “in context
learning”, where we teach LLaVA/GPT4 with a few examples of
converting our SPG text to more detailed PoseScript descriptions.

Failure Cases. We also show some limitations of the cur-
rent model in Figure 8. It is important to note that the
global orientation can be significantly off, even when the
body pose is approximately correct. This global orientation
issue might be improved by using a superior vision back-
bone, particularly one that excels at localization.
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Figure 8. Failures cases of ChatPose on the human pose estimation task. Note that a common failure mode is to estimate the articulated
pose correctly but to output the incorrect global orientation.
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